
Despite being in high end audio for nearly 30 years, Purist Audio 
Design is always looking towards the future. Therefore, it’s with 
both humility and pride that we’re coming forward to announce 
our new, Luminist Revision. Why Luminist? Luminist refers to 
an art movement that emphasized fine detail, where the strokes 
of paint were so exquisitely done as to render the brush’s mark 
invisible. It emphasized depth, and light, and the beauty of the 
natural world. 

The Luminst Revision embodies these qualities. Its improved 
design is made to connect you to the music, so that the artist’s 
depth, the exquisite detail of their work touches your soul. 

Say Hello to Our Luminist Revision

Purist Audio Design

Be sure to check out our other products, including:

Interconnects h
Speaker Cables h
Digital Cables h
Phono Cables h
Power Cords h

USB h
HDMI h
System Enhancer h

Engineering, not marketing

All lines possess increased EMI 
and vibration protection.

Luminist Ethernet supports speeds 
of up to 100 gigabits per second, so 
it is only limited by the devices it is 

attached to.

Luminist’s improved engineering is based on our experience, 
and your feedback. For example, many of you have written 
in and asked for a more slender interconnect, and we have 
listened. The Luminist Revision interconnects are more 
slender, more flexible. Our speaker cables may be changed 
between bananas and spades without retermination.

However, we didn’t “just” make the interconnects more slender. 
We wanted it done well, and set our engineers to task. Purist’s 
made-in-the-U.S.A. quality represents engineering, not 
marketing. We improved quality from the inside out, creating 
a refined, tighter package across all lines. For example, we’ve 
improved our Ferox process and our fluids. We’ve improved 
our Triple Cryomag process. We’ve made the gold-plate on 
our RCAs uniform, and improved the metalurgy across all 
lines. We’ve improved the plugs for our high-end AC Power 
cables, and refined engineering in our XLRs.



Hand-Crafted ● 25 Years’ Experience in High End Audio ● Made in the U.S.A

Engineering, not marketing

Purist Audio Design

As a company, we have been here for nearly 30 years. 
Our products are still built by-hand, in the U.S.A. We’re 
always looking towards the future.

Our Luminist Revision emphasizes detail done so finely 
that the harmonics (i.e., brush strokes) become invisible. 
It emphasizes the exquisite beauty of what is natural. We 
hope you’ll enjoy our new, Luminist Revision with its focus 
on engineering, not marketing.

Luminist represents the best of our 
over 25’ years experience. A true 

merging of artistry, hand-crafting, and 
fine machining.

We Produce Award-Winning Cables


